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Abstract

Discovering and evaluating interesting patterns and semantic
associations in vast amount of information provided by many
different sources is an important and time-consuming work
for homeland security analysts. By publishing or convert-
ing such information in semantic web language, intelligent
agents can automate the inference without compromising the
semantics. This paper describes how trust and provenance
can be represented/obtained in the Semantic Web and then be
used to evaluate trustworthiness of discovered semantic asso-
ciations and to make discovery process effective and efficient.

Introduction
The advent of the Semantic Web enables distributed publish-
ing mechanisms on the Web as well as provides a large scale
distributed knowledge store for computational agents with
various purposes. Currently, significant amount of semantic
web data (over 47,000,000 triples from over 130,000 web
sites1 is available directly in RDF documents using seman-
tic web vocabularies like Friend Of A Friend (FOAF)2 and
RDF Site Summary(RSS)3, and indirectly through informa-
tion extraction tools such as Semagix Freedom(Hammond,
Sheth, & Kochut 2002) and IBM’s tools(Dillet al. 2003).

A promising application domain for the Semantic Web is
homeland security, in which suspicious activities or associ-
ations among individuals and events must be recognized in
millions of everyday reports from thousands of sources with
varying trustworthiness, relevancy and consistency. When
such reports are published in semantic web languages, hu-
man analysts can improve their decision quality and effi-
ciency by using automated tools. Figure 1 shows a simple
scenario in homeland security which discovers semantic as-
sociations (Shethet al. 2004) among “Mr. X”, “Terrorist
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Group” and “Osama Bin Laden” on the merged RDF graph
from several sources. The atomic information unit is state-
ment, e.g.(Mr. X, isPresidentOf, Company A). Statements
can be grouped by provenance, e.g.(Company A, isLocate-
dIn, US)has provenanceNASDAQ. This paper focuses on
one type of semantic association which is a simple path link-
ing two RDF nodes in an given RDF graph, e.g.Mr. X
→ Company A→ Organization B, → Mr. Y→ Osama Bin
Laden.
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Figure 1: Discovering semantic associations from multiple
documents

Automating semantic association discovery and evalua-
tion requires (i) augmenting the Semantic Web by extract-
ing more information from free text reports or databases;
and (ii) discovering and evaluating semantic associations
in large scale RDF graph. These are also the research
objectives of SemDis project4. The first requirement has
been addressed in (Hammond, Sheth, & Kochut 2002), and
the second one has been addressed in (Shethet al. 2004;
Aleman-Mezaet al. 2003) using domain-interest based

4http://semdis.umbc.edu



methods. This paper proposes an trust and provenance aware
approach to the second requirement.

The Semantic Web has several characteristics which call
for a trust and provenance based scheme: (i) data could be
published throughout the Web by many sources; and (ii) data
could be incomplete or semantically inconsistent. The open
nature and space complexity will ultimately restrict us from
reasoning on the entire knowledge from the Semantic Web;
however, we can effectively prune parts of the graph by dis-
regarding a subset of statements without compromising the
final result. This is possible by leveraging the fact that not
all of the information is required, much of it is irrelevant,
and not all knowledge sources are trustworthy. Even after
pruning, the coexistence of inconsistent statements will con-
tinue to inhibit logical inference, but trust and provenance
support well-known heuristics that can resolve inconsistency
through consensus based statements selection.

In the rest of this paper, we describe an inference frame-
work to address the following issues: (i) how to capture
provenance and trust information, (ii) how to use provenance
and trust to evaluate the trustworthiness of a semantic asso-
ciation, and (iii) how to use trust and provenance to prune
search on the Semantic Web.

Provenance and Trust Aware Inference
In order to deal with open and large-scale nature of the Se-
mantic Web, we propose a provenance and trust aware infer-
ence framework based on the following assumptions:

• We assume that large amount of semantic web data are
available and contains relevant information. We will not
discuss how semantic web data is available on the Web
through editors and information extraction tools.

• We assume the existence of domain filters that can ex-
clude irrelevant information. Interested readers are en-
couraged to consult (Dinget al. 2004b; Shethet al. 2004)
for domain based information filtering. We also assume
that domain filters only reason about relevance and are
not sensitive to the trustworthiness or completeness of the
information they evaluate.

• We assume sufficient information for deriving social and
provenance knowledge, for example, social network, per-
sonal profile, social reputation, inter-personal trust and as-
sociations between web pages and social entities.

Capturing Provenance and Trust
Based on (Ding & Finin 2003), we argue that both
provenance and trust are essentially associations among
foaf:Agent, rdfs:Statement, and wob:RDFDocument, i.e.
statements are created/used by agents and serialized in RDF
documents. Although this model is not novel, it is needed
but not yet used in the Semantic Web.

We focus on the provenance of statements and RDF doc-
uments and several well known provenance relations: (i)
where – a statement can be physically serialized in one
or more RDF documents on the Web, e.g. the state-
ment (Company A, isLocatedIn, US)has sourceDocument
http://example.com/nasdaq.rdf; (ii) whom– a RDF docu-
ment or a set of statements may be created/published by

one or more agents, e.g.http://example.com/nasdaq.rdfhas
creatorNASDAQ; and (iii) why – a set of statements is of-
ten copied/derived from several other sources. Provenance
shows how statements are organized among agents on the
Web; therefore, we may partition the semantic web data us-
ing where-provenanceand whom-provenance. With why-
provenance, users may further track a set of statements’
“history of ownership” or “proof trace”.

Here, we adopt the truthful and consistent semantics for
trust, i.e. a set of statements are trusted by an agent only
when they are consistent and believed to be true. We focus
on two important associations in trust study:belief, which
shows an agent’s trust in a set of statements, andtrustwhich
shows an agent’s trust in another agent’s knowledge. The
two associations shares many facets such as ‘trustor’, ‘trust
assertion’, ‘confidence’ and only differs in the trusted object
and the range of ‘confidence’5.

Belief can be derived fromwhom-provenance, e.g.,NAS-
DAQ fully believes(Company A, isLocatedIn, US)because
it is the creator ofhttp://example.com/nasdaq.rdfwhich con-
tains the statement.

Inter-personaltrust can often be derived in two steps.
First, some common-sense rules are employed to extract so-
cial relations from raw semantic web data. For example,{
(X is author of P), (Y isauthor of P), (X is not Y)} implies
coauthor relation betweenX andY . A more complicated
social relation is “neighborOf(X,Y)” which we might de-
duce from{ (X livesIn C),(Y livesIn C), (C rdf:type Street),(X
is not Y). Second, users may apply personalized rules to infer
trust (including confidence value) from the extracted or ex-
isting social networks. Moreover, we may use well-known
online reputation and ranking systems, such as Google and
Citeseer, to derive the default trust in unfamiliar agents.

Trust based Belief Evaluation
Given a set of statements extracted from the Semantic Web,
how much should we trust the model they describe? This
can be viewed as a problem central to document analysis in
which not all information sources are trusted at the same
degree and it has obviously important applications in the
homeland security domain. How much should we trust the
semantic association from “Mr. X” to “Osama Bin Laden”
given that “CIA World Fact Book” is highly trusted but “The
National Enquirer” is somewhat less trusted. A more com-
plex situation occurs when “Agent K” and “The National
Enquirer” have conflicting beliefs over the statement(Orga-
nization B, invests, Company A).

We use the following notations:S = {s1, s2, ..sn} be a
set ofn statements,x, y, z be distinctive agents,s be any
statement,tv(x, y) be x’s confidence over trustworthiness
of y’s knowledge,H(x) be the set of highly trusted agents
by x, bel(x, S) be x’s confidence on trustworthiness ofS
, creator(s) be the set of creator ofs, B(s) be the set of
agents who has belief overs.

5Trust confidence ranges in [0,1] where 0 for fully distrust, 0.5
for ignorance and 1 for fully trust(Dinget al. 2004b). Belief confi-
dence ranges from [-1,1] where -1 for fully disbelief, 0 for nonbe-
lief, and 1 for fully belief.



We first examine a simple situation satisfying the follow-
ing assumptions: (i) statements are independent, semanti-
cally consistent, and fully believed by their creators, and
(ii) the creators are independent and the investigatorz has
correct turst knowledge over the them. Equation 1 shows a
Bayes model for computingz’s overall confidence overS.
With the first assumption, we can computez’s confidence
over each member ofS and then multiply them. With the
second assumption, we computez’s confidence over a state-
ment using “Noise-Or” Bayes model (Peng & Reggia 1990).

bel(z, S) =
∏

si∈S


1−

∏

x∈creator(si)

(1− tv(z, x))


 (1)

For example, giventv(z,NASDAQ)=0.99, tv(z,The Na-
tional Enquirer=0.5, tv(Z, Agent K)=0.6, tv(z, Agent
W)=0.8), z’s confidence on S0, i.e. the semantic path from
“Mr.X” to “Osama Bin Laden”, isbel(z, S0) = 0.99× (1−
(1 − 0.5)(1 − 0.6)) × 0.8 ∼= 0.63. This path is much more
trustworthy than the cases that only one of “Agent K” and
“The National Enquirer” is the creator.

However, statements sometimes could be semantically in-
consistent and agents (even the creators) could assert beliefs
with various confidence over statements, e.g. two sources
believe in different names for the same person with different
confidence. A straightforward approach is consensus model
which is based on the intuition that trusted peers’ beliefs are
the only sources of reliable information. Equation 2 aver-
ages the discounted belief confidence from trusted agents.

bel(z, S) =
∏

si∈S


 ∑

x∈B(si)∩H(z)

tv(z, x) ∗ bel(x, {si})
|B(si) ∩H(z)|




(2)
Let s1 be the statement “Organization B invests Company

A”. Suppose two agents, i.e.ne(The National Enquirer) and
ak(Agent K), have conflicting beliefs, i.e.bel(ne,{s1})=-
1 and bel(ak, {s1})=1. The analystz’s final belief con-
fidence depends on her trusts in the two agents: (i) when
tv(z,ne)=0.5and tv(z,ak)=0.9, bel(z, {s1}) = (−0.5 +
0.9)/2 = 0.2 and (ii) whentv(z,ne)=0.5and tv(z,ak)=0.5,
bel(z, {s1}) = (−0.5+0.5)/2 = 0 In both cases,z has two
small confidence on thats1 and needs more field investiga-
tion reports. The absolute value ofbel(z, s1) also shows that
the second case should be investigated first.

Trust based Knowledge Expansion
The size of the knowledge base determines the space
complexity of inference over it. There are two well-known
heuristics that controls knowledge base size:domain inter-
est heuristic, which prioritizes knowledge based on domain
of interest, andtrust and provenance based heuristic, which
prioritizes knowledge sources by trust. The primary dif-
ference is that the former requires services that categorizes
and indexes all knowledge while the latter uses P2P trust
network to navigate the Semantic Web and incrementally
incorporates trusted external knowledge sources. With trust
and provenance, an agentA runs semantic web inference
(SWInference) as breath first search as shown below. The

input includes: the agentA who conduct the inference, the
query of the inference,A’s trust networkTNA, a trust
thresholdα and a social distance thresholdβ.

SWInference(A, query, TNA, α, β):
1. distance=0, KB={}, Agents ={}
2. if (distance> β) return;
3. newAgents = findAgents(TNA, A, Agents,α, distance)
4. if (newAgents is empty) then return fail
5. Agents = Agents∪ newAgents
6. KB = mergeKnowledge(TNA, A, newAgents, KB)
7. doInference( KB,query)
8. if (query is answered) then return with result
9. else distance++ and go to step 2

findAgentsfinds trusted agents fromA’s trust network
with specified social distance fromA. mergeKnowledgede-
rives A’s combined trust to all trusted agents according to
the trust network, and merges the agents’ knowledge using
mechanisms described in section . We leave the details of
these two functions to our previous work (Ding, Zhou, &
Finin 2003; Dinget al. 2004b).doInferenceessentially runs
a conventional inference. Semantic web inference termi-
nates when (i) an answer is found at step 8, (ii) no more
trust agents can be found at step 4, or (iii) the social distance
limit is reached at step 2. Therefore, the space complexity,
which is the union of trusted agents’ knowledge within cer-
tain social distance, is bounded byα and β. In addition,
“doInference” runs at mostβ times.

Another good feature ofSWInferenceis that it assures
completeness of high quality data (confidence aboveα and
social distance belowβ)6. With such heuristics, semantic as-
sociation discovery, which can be abstracted as finding sub-
graphs in RDF graph, will first use knowledge from the most
trusted information sources like “Agent K” and then expand
to less reliable sources like “The National Enquirer”.

The performance ofSWInferencedepends on the correct-
ness of A’s trust network. Existing works have shown effec-
tive mechanisms in evolving local trust by evaluating results
using relevance utility function (Yu, Venkatraman, & Singh
2003) or using consensus based truthfulness utility function
(Ding, Zhou, & Finin 2003). Moreover, by addingdomain-
interestfacet in trust relation, the trust network may be con-
structed with respect to the domain interests and results in
more efficient, for example, an analyst would not askNAS-
DAQ whetherAl-Qaedais a terrorist group despite ofNAS-
DAQ is highly trusted in stock domain.

Related Work
Provenancehas been studied in digital library (e.g. Dublin
Core7), database systems, (e.g. data provenance (Buneman,
Khanna, & Tan 2001) and view maintains (Cui, Widom,
& Wiener 2000)) and artificial intelligence (e.g. knowl-
edge provenance (da Silva, McGuinness, & McCool 2003;

6Social distance and trust are both important quality factors.
Social distance is a good heuristic to control risk, e.g., I may not be-
lieve any statement from my best friend’s best friend’s best friend.

7http://dublincore.org/



Fox & Huang 2003) and proof tracing (da Silva, McGuin-
ness, & Fikes 2004)). Our work focuses on provenance in
the Semantic Web context, and how it combines with trust
network. Provenance network in the semantic web offers
multiple-granularity way to group statements.

Trust based belief evaluation has been addressed from in-
formation assurance perspective(Hyvonen 2002). Recently,
(Golbeck, Parsia, & Hendler 2003; Richardson, Agrawal, &
Domingos 2003; R.Guhaet al. 2004; Dinget al. 2004b)
have remarkedtrust networkas an social alternative. Our
work focuses on utilizing trust and provenance in evaluating
statements obtained from multiple sources.

The use of trust in reducing search complexity has been
mentioned in (Marsh 1994) and realized in (Yu & Singh
2003; Ding, Zhou, & Finin 2003). Our approach focuses
on how to create a trust network statically(offline) from the
Semantic Web through rule based inference, and how to uti-
lize trust and provenance to prune search space.

Conclusions and Future Work
We have described a provenance and trust aware inference
framework including (i) an ontology for representing asso-
ciations of trust and provenance; (ii) mechanisms to evalu-
ate the trustworthiness of semantic association or any collec-
tion of statements obtained from multiple sources, and (iii) a
trust based knowledge expansion mechanism that incremen-
tally outsources knowledge from peers to bound the size of
knowledge base for inference.

Representing belief is a complex issue since it requires
explicit reference of RDF graph. Existing approaches are
simply referring the entire RDF graph in an RDF document,
RDF reification (Hayes 2004), and Named Graphs (Carroll
et al. 2004). However, none of them is both efficient and
expressive to reference an arbitrary RDF graph. Future work
will build an RDF graph reference language.

The two trust based belief evaluation methods in this pa-
per treat a statement as an atom. Future work will study the
ontological dependency among statements.

Even with trust based knowledge expansion, serious scal-
ability issues for local inference remain. Future work will
find effective tools that support large scale local inference.
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